AN EXERCISE ASSISTANT FOR PRACTICAL NETWORKING COURSES
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Abstract: Supporting students with feedback and guidance while they work on networking exercises can be provided in on-campus universities by human course advisors. A shortcoming however is that these advisors are not continuously available for the students, especially when students are working on exercises independently from the university, e.g. at home using a virtual environment. In order to improve this learning situation we present our concept of an exercise assistant, which is able to provide feedback and guidance to the student while they are working on exercises. This exercise assistant is also able to verify solutions based on expert knowledge modelled using description logic.

1 INTRODUCTION

Computer science curricula for students at universities nowadays include courses on networking and information technology security. Teaching theory on networking and IT security is usually done by means of textbooks and classes (either face-to-face classes or virtual classes, which are popular at universities for distance education). To anchor and deepen the acquired theoretical knowledge, a commonly used teaching method is to hand out practical exercises. The exercises can be worked out in a computer lab, which can be either a traditional on-campus lab or a virtual lab.

Recent evaluation shows that students of a traditional on-campus networking course deem it crucial for their learning success to be able to get support from a course advisor (Haag & Witte & Karsch & Vranken & van Eekelen 2013). While an on-campus university will be able to provide course advisors which can support students in so-called guided learning hours, this support is no longer feasible if students work e.g. at home in the evening hours using a virtual lab.

In this paper we introduce an exercise assistant for networking courses which is able to support students while they work on networking exercises. Equipped with a formal model of an exercise, the exercise assistant can be run on a student’s computer whenever and wherever support is needed. The effort to author such an exercise has to be done once while instances of the exercise assistant equipped with this exercise will then be able to support any number of students.

The paper is organized as follows: First we introduce our current learning environment in chapter 2 and an example exercise in chapter 3. In chapter 4 we explain our formal model of an exercise. This formal model can be processed by our exercise assistant, whose software architecture we introduce in chapter 5. After giving a guiding example in chapter 6 we conclude our work in chapter 7.

2 VIRTUAL LAB

The virtual computer security lab (VCSL) is a stand-alone environment that each student can install
on his or her local computer (Vranken & Koppelmann 2009). It is composed of two virtualization layers, as shown in Figure 1. The host machine is the student’s computer, which runs an arbitrary operating system, i.e. the host operating system. The first virtualization layer creates the virtual host machine. It consists of virtualization software such as VMware Player or Oracle VirtualBox, which runs on the host machine just like an ordinary application. Virtualization software in general introduces an additional software layer with corresponding interface, which creates a logical abstraction from the underlying system software and hardware (Smith & Nair 2005). Versions of this software are available for free for a large range of platforms and therefore run on nearly all student computers, regardless of the hardware and the host operating system.

The virtual host machine runs the guest operating system. For the VCSL, Linux was selected, since it is open source and can also be distributed to students without licensing costs.

![Figure 1: Architecture of the VCSL](image)

The second virtualization layer is a Linux application, called Netkit (Pizzonia & Rimondini 2008), which runs inside the virtual host machine. This layer allows to instantiate multiple virtual machines that all run Linux. Netkit applies virtualization based upon User Mode Linux (UML). A UML virtual machine is created by running a Linux kernel as a user process in the virtual host machine (Dike 2006). Multiple UML virtual machines can easily be run simultaneously, while using minimal resources. The file system is shared by all UML virtual machines using the copy-on-write (COW) mechanism. Hence, the file system is shared read-only by all UML virtual machines. Each UML virtual machine has a second, separate file system in which only the local changes to the shared file system are stored. This saves both disk space and memory, and simplifies management of multiple UML virtual machines. Restoring an initial clean system means to simply remove the second file system.

The VCSL was further developed (Vranken & Haag & Horsmann & Karsch 2011), (Haag & Horsmann & Karsch & Vranken 2011) into a distributed VCSL (DVCSL). This DVCSL enables students to work together in a virtual lab by connecting their labs, even if they are physically distant from each other by using an interface to the Netkit environment. This interface consists of a Ghost Host and a Remote Bridge. While the Ghost Host was developed to extract and inject network packets when connected to an existing Netkit virtual network, the Remote Bridge is able to send and receive this packets using an intermediate connection network, e.g. the internet. Using this interface, local Netkit networks can be connected in a transparent and secure manner although they reside on different, distant students’ computers.

This decentralized approach is suited to accommodate any number of students and offers students freedom to run the lab whenever and wherever they want, while preserving the properties of a conventional computer lab (e.g. the isolated network). Therefore, this approach is not limited to distance teaching but could also be useful for universities using a conventional computer lab.

### 3 EXAMPLE EXERCISE

An example assignment of a practical networking course to be solved using the VCSL environment is:

“Setup and configure a scenario with at least three hosts (client, router, server). Client and server should be located within different subnets. The client should be able to intercommunicate with the server by using the intermediate router. The routing should be based on static routing tables.”

The minimal requirement for this setup is shown in Figure 2, consisting of at least three hosts. The client and the server have one network interface card (NIC); the router is equipped with two NICs; one for the client network named n1 and one for the server network n2. Each NIC of each host has to be configured with a valid network configuration.
4.1 Activities

Typically, exercises will start with an empty lab. Students have to perform activities that result in a working network environment, configured according to the requirements of the given exercise. While Table 1 shows the commands needed to solve the exercise in Netkit, the minimal conceptual activities needed for solving this exercise are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Activities needed to solve the example exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The client network has to be created.</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The server network has to be created.</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The client has to be connected to the client network and assigned an appropriate IP address.</td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The server has to be connected to the server network and assigned an appropriate IP address.</td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One NIC of the router has to be connected to the client network and assigned an IP address from the client network.</td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One NIC of the router has to be connected to the server network and assigned an IP address from the server network.</td>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The client has to be configured to use the router’s NIC in the client network as default gateway.</td>
<td>A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The server has to be configured to use the router’s NIC in the server network as default gateway.</td>
<td>A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing has to be enabled on the router.</td>
<td>A9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client and server must intercommunicate via the intermediate router using the IP protocol.</td>
<td>A10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While A10 is the final activity, the order of the activities A1 through A9 shows only one possible sequence. The order can vary because some activities are independent from each other (e.g. A1 and A2), while some other activities have interdependencies (e.g. A1 is a precondition for A3).

These activities and their interdependencies can be modelled as an acyclic, directed graph with exactly one sink (node N with outdegree(N) = 0) and at least one source (node N with indegree(N) = 0). Activities are represented by nodes. A precondition is modelled as a directed edge from the predecessor to the successor, seamlessly indicating the order of the activities. The final activity will be represented by a sink. Activities without a precondition will be represented by sources.
A valid graph for our example exercise is shown in Figure 3. This graph is based on the activities stated in Table 2. The interdependencies and thus possible sequences of activities show a valid example that we created. These can of course vary, depending on the exercise and the author's intent, too.

4.2 Conditions

In order to process the graph, the activities have to be verifiable. That means that a condition is needed to detect or to decide, whether an activity is deemed passed, i.e. whether the student has successfully solved a part of the exercise.

In (Haag & Karsch & Vranken & van Eekelen 2012) we showed, that network packets, obtained from the student’s Netkit lab, can be used to detect and verify network properties and behaviour of an Ethernet based network. By modelling network specific expert knowledge as predicates and verifying these predicates using the captured network packets, it is possible to detect e.g. the presence of certain hosts and also routing behaviour. While the prototype in (Haag & Karsch & Vranken & van Eekelen 2012) demonstrated the technical feasibility of that approach by using SQL queries to model predicates, we improved on it by using description logics (Baader & Calvanese & McGuinness & Nardi & Patel-Schneider 2003).

For the terminological box (TBox) we created a network ontology for Ethernet based networks, representing the network layers 2 and above (Tanenbaum 1985), including but not limited to the header and payload fields of the most common used protocols, e.g. Ethernet (RFC1042), ARP (RFC826), IP (RFC791), TCP (RFC793) and UDP (RFC768). In addition, we added a unique identifier for each packet and the network origin. An excerpt of our ontology for Ethernet networks is shown in Figure 4.

Using this ontology it is possible to model expert knowledge as predicates using a logic programming language, e.g. Prolog (Colmerauer & Roussel 1993). For example, the expert knowledge to describe the network behaviour “routing” according to (Haag & Karsch & Vranken & van Eekelen 2012) is:

“Routing occurs if an OSI layer 3 IP transmission of a network packet between two hosts is based on more than one OSI layer 2 transmissions”.

The technical background is shown in Figure 5. The client wants to communicate with the server using the IP protocol, but the server is located in a different network segment. Direct intercommunication between client and server is not possible because the underlying Ethernet protocol does not support communication over network borders. The client has to use a known router located in the same network as itself, and thus reachable by Ethernet. The client now sends an IP packet addressed to the IP address of the server, but the underlying Ethernet packet will be addressed to the router. When the router does receive such a packet, it will forward it to the server. While the two packets that the client and the router send do not differ on the IP layer (both are sent from the client, and addressed to the server), both differ on the Ethernet layer, with different source and destination MAC addresses.
Based on the Ethernet network ontology, this behaviour can be expressed as the following Prolog predicate:

\[
\text{routing} :- \\
\text{ip\_packet}(X,A,B), \\
\text{ip\_packet}(Y,A,B), \\
\text{ethernet\_packet}(X,M1,M2), \\
\text{ethernet\_packet}(Y,M3,M4), \\
M1 \neq M3, M2 \neq M4. \\
\]

This predicate can be read as “routing occurs, when there are two IP layer packets X and Y, both sent from IP address A to IP address B, for which the source and destination addresses differ on the Ethernet layer.”

Predicates can be used as conditions to detect activities. E.g. the predicate 'routing' can be used to verify the activity A10. We extended the graph, so that every activity can be associated with a condition to verify that activity.

Routing is only one example. We successfully created predicates describing e.g. the presence of hosts and networks, the network behaviour NAT or routing and also higher level usage. E.g. an ARP spoofing behaviour can be detected if two hosts within the same subnet having different MAC addresses pretend to own the same IP address using the ARP protocol. However, this behaviour can also be caused by a misconfiguration of the hosts. For that reason this condition requires preconditions to verify a valid and error-free setup.

We also found a trade-off between the shape of an assignment and the capabilities to design predicates. If the assignment is more tightly controlled (e.g. predefined network names and IP addresses), more precise predicates can be designed to detect activities. If the assignment is more broadly speaking, the predicates also have to be designed in a more generalized manner.

### 4.3 Feedback

There are various types of feedback strategies which can be used to support students working on the exercise, e.g. suggestions, complete guiding or an exam mode. The specific shape will be either customized to match the author’s aims or customized to the learning style of the learner or a combination. Usually recent progress the student has made in the exercise graph should trigger interaction with the student according to the feedback strategy.

Therefor we extended the graph with feedback attributes. The graph as a whole can be associated with an attribute containing the exercise description; all activities can be associated with different attributes for feedback control, i.e. text messages that give hints about what the next activity might involve (pre messages), or text messages that give feedback about detected activities (post messages). An example for activity A1 from our example exercise look like this:

\[
\text{pre\_message} = \text{"You will need at least one host connected to network 'n1'."} \\
\text{post\_message} = \text{"Network 'n1' detected."} \\
\]

While our message mechanism provides the technical means for the implementation of various feedback strategies, the evaluation and choice of an appropriate strategy resides with the exercise author.

### 4.4 Probing

While the verification of activities based on passively observed network packets works for many activities, there still are limitations. One such limitation occurs, when an activity needs to be verified, that does not have immediate results in the form of network packets.

An example for that would be A9 from our example exercise: the routing functionality has to be activated on the router. Students can do that by setting the appropriate kernel flag on the router if this flag is not enabled by default. This however will not result in the occurrence of observable network packets, until packets are sent to the router for being routed. A possible solution would be to ask the student to send appropriate network packets himself. We followed a different approach. For detecting certain activities we inject special predefined
network packets into the Netkit environment to provoke a certain predictable behaviour. This behaviour can also be expressed as a predicate. In the routing example we inject an Ethernet packet addressed to the router into the client network that is addressed to a host in the server network (which does not have to exist) on the IP level. If routing is enabled in the router, the router will try to reach that host in the server network using ARP requests. These packets can be used to verify, that routing is indeed enabled on the router.

Such a “probing” packet can be assembled by strictly following the network stack, starting with an Ethernet frame. The destination MAC address must be the routers interface connected to network n1. In Netkit, the MAC address of a network interface is bound to the name of the client, resulting in a predictable MAC for router’s first interface eth0 0a:ab:64:91:09:80. The source MAC can be virtual, e.g. ee:ba:7b:99:bc:a5, followed by an IPv4 ethtype identifier (0x0800). The encapsulated IP packet starts with the version identifier (0x4), followed by mandatory header fields, e.g. length and checksum. The IP source address can be virtual but should be located within the IP range of network n1. The destination IP can also be virtual but must be part of the subnet n2. The IP packet encapsulates an ICMP echo request just to get a complete and valid network packet. This customized packet layout can be represented by a hexadecimal character array, e.g. 0aabb64910980eeba7b99bca508004500001 c12344000ff0f1549c0a0000010b00001008 00f7fd00010001.

We extended the graph, so that every activity can be associated with a custom network “probing” packet to be sent once before verifying its condition. While that actively alters the environment, it enables the verification of additional activities.

5 EXERCISE ASSISTANT

In order to support a student while working on an exercise, we developed an exercise assistant, which can be used in the VCSEL. As shown in Figure 6, the exercise assistant is composed of the three components reasoning engine, feedback engine, and an interface to the student's working environment called Netkit interface.

The reasoning engine itself is composed of a reasoner and a knowledge base, which contains a TBox („terminology box”) and an ABox („assertion box”). The TBox contains knowledge about the domain, i.e. our ontology, in the form of predefined predicates that can be extended by the author with exercise specific extensions, while the ABox contains the concrete instantiations.

The data in the ABox is obtained through an interface to the „real world”, in our case the Netkit interface. The Netkit interface consists of one or more Ghost Hosts (Vranken & Haag & Horsmann & Karsch 2011) that record network packets from their respective Netkit network, extract the information in them and store that information in the ABox. The Ghost Hosts can also be used to inject special network packets into the environment.

The feedback engine is the part where the activity graph will be processed. Our exercise assistant is able to read an exercise graph stored in the GraphML (Brandes & Eiglsperger & Herman & Himsolt & Marshall 2002) format. Once read, the activities are continuously processed according to their interdependencies, starting at the source nodes which represent activities without preconditions. Processing the activities in this case means verifying their conditions and giving the student feedback according to the feedback attributes of that activity. Once the activity is completed it will be removed from the graph and thus as a precondition for its successors. The feedback engine can also use the Netkit interface, respectively the Ghost Hosts, to insert custom network packets into the environment in order to provoke certain network behaviour to verify an activity’s condition using the reasoning engine.

The Exercise Assistant is a software program written in the programming language C using SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker 2009) as the reasoning engine.
6 EXAMPLE

Using the VCSL, the window layout of the desktop presented to the students looks like Figure 7. The exercise assistant shell is a window where the student can keep track of the feedback generated by the feedback engine. The linux shell is a window where the student is able to administrate and use Netkit in order to e.g. create hosts and networks. Once a host is started, it will open a respective shell enabling the student to administrate the host itself. Further hosts, e.g. the router and the server will open respective shells, too.

The following figures are screenshots taken from the exercise assistant shell guiding the example exercise. We authored the activities of table 2 according to the exercise graph of figure 3 and added verbose feedback. The introduced routing predicate is used to verify the final activity (A10). The intermediate activities too have been modelled using our ontology, partially by utilizing probing packets.

Once started, the exercise assistant introduces the exercise by displaying the exercise description. Starting with the activities without precondition (A1 and A2), the exercise assistant will prompt the student using the respective pre_messages.

The student can start solving the exercise according to Table 1. After the first command `vstart client --eth0=n1` is entered using the linux shell, the exercise assistant is able to confirm this valid activity.

While A1 is being marked as verified, using the respective post_message of A1, the remaining independent activities without preconditions will be displayed again, superseding the preceding messages. According to the exercise graph, the student is now able to choose A2, A3 or A5 as the next activity. Starting the router connected to network n1 and n2 results in a verified presence of n2.

While the presence of the two networks is verified now, the exercise assistant is not able to detect whether the student has started the server, unless its network interface card gets assigned an IP address. Therefore the pre_messages are authored to prompt the student properly.

Choosing to assign the client’s IP address as next activity, using the command `ifconfig eth0 10.0.0.1 up` in the client shell, will result in a verified activity A3.
Still missing IP addresses of router’s and server’s NICs, the student can proceed to configure the router’s NICs.

Having verified that the two NICs of the router are present, the exercise assistant is able to verify A9 using a probe packet. For the simple reason that routing is enabled per default for hosts in the Netkit environment, the condition of A9 can be verified immediately.

After assigning an IP address to the remaining NIC of the server, the student has to alter the routing table on the client and on the server. The exercise assistant is also able to verify these activities by using probing packets.

Finally, the student is asked to demonstrate the routing functionality by sending packets between the client and the server using the intermediate router. One valid solution is to use the command `ping`.

Once the final activity is verified, the exercise assistant congratulates the student and then quits.

9 CONCLUSION

We presented an exercise assistant which improves the learning situation of students solving practical exercises in a networking course. Even when human course advisors are not available, our exercise assistant can recognize learning progress and provide appropriate feedback and support. This significantly improves the learning situation for students working remotely in a virtual environment, which is common at universities for distance education. Besides this automatic support, the exercise assistant can verify intermediate and complete solutions of an exercise.

We also presented an approach to formally model exercises in a manner processable by the exercise assistant. For that purpose the exercise author can define possible activities and sequences using a graph structure. Description logic is used to define conditions for the verification of these activities. The exercise author is also able to define a feedback strategy by adding feedback attributes to the graph.

Especially for courses with many participants, our experience shows that teaching staff can benefit from utilizing the exercise assistant. While the teaching method of tutors personally and individually supporting students is certainly one of the most effective for knowledge transfer, it is not feasible for courses of sufficient size. In such scenarios, the exercise assistant can e.g. be used to offer all students a basic guided tutoring support not only wherever and whenever they want, but also at the speed that best suits their own learning style and their own abilities.
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